
Explanation of Goal inspections and requesting Certificates of Insurance 
 

There have been a surprising number of variations on the correct process, so here’s an explanation of 

how to correctly submit goal post inspection reports and how and why to request a valid Certificate of 

Insurance (COI). 

Use the most current form; old forms will not result in a valid request and you’ll have to do it again.   

http://www.stxsoccer.org/forms_and_documents/  

Be sure to fill out all relevant questions 

depending on whether you have 

permanent or movable goal posts, or 

both. If you have a field with no posts but 

want to be sure you have insurance 

coverage, fill out a form for that field and 

note “No goals on this field” and submit 

that. 

Note that there should be a blank 

signature line at the bottom of the page 

when you are done. The Member 

Association is CAYSA, so that line is for 

someone in the CAYSA office to sign, 

usually on the form’s way to STYSA with 

the request for a Certificate of Insurance. 

If someone from your club signs this line 

and submits the form directly to STYSA 

for a COI, somebody down the line could 

rule your COI is invalid due to the 

improper request, leaving you without a 

valid certificate. 

Once you have completed your 

inspection reports and made sure they 

are legible, you need to get them to 

CAYSA. Most scan (again check for legibility of the file) or fax those to the CAYSA office. If you want a 

Certificate of Insurance (and you probably do), complete that form and send it to CAYSA along with your 

goal inspection reports. CAYSA will sign the reports and if they are accompanied by a COI request, we 

will forward the completed inspection reports along with your COI request to STYSA. If everything has 

been filled out properly, CAYSA should have your COI back within 24 hours and we will forward it along 

to your club when we receive it (or, if you so indicate on the form, STYSA will send them directly to you). 

Most clubs using fields that belong to someone else need a COI before the property owners will sign a 

use agreement. Clubs who own their own property often want a COI so they can prove that participants 

are covered by insurance if requested by a client, co-insurer, or mortgage holder. 

http://www.stxsoccer.org/forms_and_documents/

